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Chapter Three: Historical Characteristics of Citizen Participation in Urban Planning and Management in Iran

3.1. Introduction
3.2. The Present Situation of Urban Development Planning and Management in Iran.
3.3. Citizen Participation in Urban Planning and Management.


3.2.4.3. Evaluation of Development Plans in Iran.
Citizen participation creates the potential for schools, neighborhoods, and other institutions, environments, and services responsive to individuals and families. Citizen participation is defined as a process in which individuals take part in decision making in the institutions, programs, and environments that affect them (Heller, Price, Reinharz, Riger, & Wandersman, 1984, p. 339; see Churchman, 1967, for definitions of participation in different disciplines). Why has nation building in Switzerland, for example, led to the successful integration of French-, German-, and Italian-speaking political elites and populations into an informal power sharing arrangement, while countries such as Iraq, Liberia, Bolivia, or South Africa have been ruled ethnocratically by Sunni, Americo-Liberian, Creole, and White elites during most of their history? This political development argument contrasts with major alternative explanations of nation building, including those centered on Sherry Arnstein, writing in 1969 about citizen involvement in planning processes in the United States, described a ladder of citizen participation that showed participation ranging from high to low. See Sherry R. Arnstein’s Ladder of Citizen Participation, Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 35, No. 4, July 1969, pp. 216-224. The ladder is a guide to seeing who has power when important decisions are being made. It has survived for so long because people continue to confront processes that refuse to consider anything beyond the bottom rungs. The proposed plan is best and the job of participation is to achieve public support through public relations. 3 Informing. A most important first step to legitimate participation.